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That's why the SafeNet dongle emulator is so much better
than any. As a rule, many of the Windows users are faced
with a problem when, when they enter their site, they see
the inscription "Active?", which indicates that they can
visit their own site without leaving the password in the

public domain. Yes, and when you try to access this site
through a browser, it will display the message "Login

denied, password cannot be changed." Solving the problem
is not difficult, just study the information on how to make
an automatic login to the site. We recommend using the
autosurf function, which will allow you to enter any site
without entering your password. How to set up autosurf?

We go to the autosurf page from Google: Next, select
"Surfing sites", click the "Open" button, select the language
"Russian", as well as the "Control Panel". Next, you need

to define the parameters of automatic surfing: - allow
unlimited access to websites and online stores; - provide a

link to the online store; Next, we make the necessary
settings in accordance with the instructions of the
Wizard.Then click on the "Save" button. Now the

autosurfer will work automatically, but only at the time
when the site address is specified in the client's browser
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line. As soon as the site completes its work, the autoserver
stops its work. If our site is opened on the Joomla engine,
the settings will need to be made in a separate file. Below
we describe how to do this. Unpack the archive and go to

the folder with our site. Then go to the "sample/wp-
content/themes" file, select the "auto-serfing/auto2.php"
file. Duplicate this file. Now in the root of our site we

create the file "panel/location", save it in the root folder of
the site. After that, copy it to the address bar of our

browser. Then we create links "autorun.me", "autorun.net",
"autosurfer.ru". Thus, we will create a "normal" automatic
surfing. If we want to ensure the protection of our site at
the "www.rf" level, then we can add "www" rather than

"ru" in the address bar. Only after that we add items to the
script. After we import our autosurf settings from the file,

we press the "Create" button and enjoy the work of our
script. D
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